ACI MARINA DUBROVNIK
N42'40'12
E18'7'35
In the south of Dalmatia, where the string of Adriatic islands ends and the open sea begins,
at the foothills of Srđ hill lies the pearl of the Adriatic, a UNESCO World Heritage Site that
dates back to the 7th century. The city of Dubrovnik, which offers a surpassingly rich cultural
heritage and a bewildering array of visitor services, houses one of the most beautiful marinas
in the Adriatic, a mere 6 km from the city centre. For 15 years in a row ACI Marina Dubrovnik
has been awarded the Blue Flag for its perfectly clean sea, and has been declared the best
marina in the Adriatic (in the 250-450 berth category) in the “Flower of Tourism – Quality for
Croatia” competition for three consecutive years (2010-2012). It is one of the safest marinas
to berth, keep and maintain your vessel in. All year round it provides shelter for 380 boats in
wet berths and 140 in dry berths, and can accommodate mega yachts up to 60 metres long.
The coastal area of the Dubrovnik region, comprising the islands of Korčula, Mljet, Lastovo
and the Elaphite archipelago, as well as the Pelješac peninsula, makes ACI Marina
Dubrovnik an ideal starting point for a complete boating adventure. The cuisine of the region,
with its Mediterranean, Oriental and Continental influences, will provide unforgettable
gastronomic delights for even the most demanding of palates, while visitors’ thirst for activity
holidays will be quenched by numerous sports activities which can be enjoyed here – from
diving and exploring Dubrovnik’s undersea world and protected underwater archaeological
sites, to tennis, free-climbing, and exciting adventures in Prevlaka Park.

Amenities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

reception with a bureau de change (seasonal ), with a shooping point with rich
selection of accessories from the exclusive ACI collection, cashpoint
restaurant, cafe bar, beer hall, internet café
super market, nautical equipment store
tennis and bocce court, futsal pitch with artificial grass, children’s Pirate Ship themed
playground
swimming pool, hairdresser, massage, fitness outdoors
toilet and shower facilities with separate disabled provision, launderette
repair and maintenance service, travel lifts with 60 and 130 t capacity
fuel station
Wi-Fi internet access

Base details

General manager and base manager:
Kresimir Klaric, Cell: +385 91 274 5145
Maroje Žaja, Cell: 091 6210 322

Customer service:
Maroje Žaja , Cell: 091 6210 322

Technical manager:
Maroje Žaja , Cell: 091 6210 322

Office staff & booking:
Marina Brajkovic Cell: +385 99 3174 831
Base office: Tel/Fax: +385 22 310 103
E-mail: croatia@dreamyachtcharter.com

Embarkation:
ACI Dubrovnik
Na skali 2
20236 Mokošica-Komolac

How to reach us:
The easiest way to Dubrovnik from all parts of Europe during the tourist season is by
airplane. Dream Yacht Charter can organize transfers from / to airport, at extra charge.
Please consult us.

BY CAR
Via Zagreb: For all of those who are traveling to Dubrovnik from the direction of Zagreb the
safest and the fastest way is the highway. There's only 3,5 hours highway drive from
Zagreb to Split (A1 Zagreb-Split highway) and than around 3,5 hours, depending on the
traffic, from Split to Dubrovnik driving the non-motorway "Adriatic magistral" road. If you
chose to take the old road from Zagreb to Dubrovnik, it’ll take you 9,5 hours from Zagreb to
Dubrovnik – for those who would want to sight see Croatia. In that way it’ll by wiser to avoid
Split, so, be sure that after Sinj you turn left towards Trilj and than after Trilj turn right towards
Cist Provo after which you’ll have to turn again right towards Šestanovac. Finally you’ll exit
on "Adriatic magistral" road, just after Gornja Brela, which will take you to Dubrovnik.
Via Rijeka: If you’re coming from Rijeka direction, the best way is to drive along the
coastline; "Adriatic magistral" road and then get on a highway for Split and follow directions
described above.
BY PLANE
Maybe the most practical way to reach Dubrovnik is to travel by plane. There are daily
flights from Zagreb with Croatia Airlines, and weekly flights from several other European
cites. Let's mention that there are regular flights to Zagreb from almost every international
airport in Europe.
BY BUS
Maybe the cheapest way to approach Dubrovnik is to travel by bus. Numerous bus lines
that lead to Dubrovnik from every lager city in Croatia operate more than several times a day.
Croatia has a well developed national transport network of bus lines that reaches even the
smallest of villages on the coast.
Regular international bus lines connect Croatia to Austria, Italy, Hungary, France,
Germany, Slovakia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and other countries.
BY FERRY
Many people take the ferry to Dubrovnik, which is probably more comfortable and more
affordable than the bus. The largest Croatian company is Jadrolinija which has lines that
hop from Rijeka to Zadar to Split, Hvar and then Dubrovnik throughout the year. There is also
a good link to Italian ports (Bari and Ancona) if you want to cross over from Italy to
Dubrovnik.
From Dubrovnik to ACI Marina
Now, you are in Dubrovnik and want to go to ACI Marina. If you want to go by bus, you
should get on the bus numbers 1A or 1B and get of on a bus stop in Komolac (just after the
INA gas pump). If going with a car, fallow the signs for Gruz Harbour and then, after going
under the bridge go left on the first crossing. After that just go straight ahaid until you are in
Komolac. The first road that goes on left is the entrance to the ACI Marina Dubrovnik!

Services
Possibility to order provisioning online http://www.jamyachtsupply.com/dyc.

Parking
-1h - 8kn – 1,1€
-1 day - 100kn – 13,4€
-1 week - 400kn – 53,4€
-1 mounth - 1200kn – 160€
First hour free.
Lost ticket fee – 400 kn – 53,4€

All of our yachts base in ACI marina Dubrovnik have a permission to sail to Montenegro with
a fee of € 150.

